INDOOR & OUTDOOR WOVEN SOLUTIONS
COMPANY

The history of Floover began to take shape in 2006 with the union of Andrea Prati and Joan Ferrer, friends and co-owners with extensive experience in the flooring business. Based on the needs and requests of their customers, they developed a new product, Floover, multilayer rigid flooring with designs based on high-end vinyl with the Unilin click system. Later, they developed other versions and incorporated waterproof unlimited designs with remarkable success.

The aim of Floover is the continuous search for new and amazing products always based on the latest design and fashion, intending to improve the quality of life. Innovation and imagination have always been the basis of the brand and are key to its reputation in the market place, involving designers and architects to provide added value to the product. To date, Floover has achieved significant international presence.

PRODUCTS

Floover’s main production is located in Müstair, Switzerland, where the entire production process complies with Swiss law and with the European norms and standards in addition to the very strict quality controls.

Floover provides products for both domestic and commercial use, always using new technologies and creating solutions demanded by the market, from gluing systems (Glue Down), through the floor with click system, to exterior solutions. All Floover products are easy to install and are specifically designed for high durability and longevity. All this is complemented with accessories needed to complete any project.

The extensive collection of designs can be installed in any space, including wet areas like bathrooms or terraces, Floover is the ultimate solution to your project.
THE TEXTILE WITHOUT COMPROMISES
Floover Woven is an exclusive, inviting and unique woven vinyl product. The feeling of the textile is unmistakable, practically organic but the flooring, nevertheless, has all the advantages of vinyl: wear-resistant, easy to handle compared to textile floorings and simple to install.

Woven combines the craftsmanship and creativity of the past with the possibilities offered by modern technology. A collection with a completely new inspiration, a strong textile feeling, high resistance and a unique look. The elasticity and acoustic insulation of its structure give this product great qualities of underfoot comfort.
Woven is a vinyl fabric especially designed for both indoor and outdoor use. Daring and exclusive designs which help to achieve a modern touch. Easy to maintain, waterproof, heat and UV resistant. The woven fabric has variations in tone depending on the light, giving added value and highlighting its beauty, resulting in an optical effect.
The feeling of the textile with all the advantages of vinyl: wear resistant, easy to clean and simple to install.
Our flooring can be fully tailored to your requirements. Floover provides the best solution for every need. 8 different solutions to adapt our Woven decors to every possible application.
WV4022  Silver
WV5201  Slate
WV4023  Aluminium
The feeling of the textile is unmistakable, practically organic but the flooring, nevertheless, has all the advantages of vinyl: wear-resistant, easy to handle compared to textile floorings and simple to install.

WV5205 Charcoal
OUTDOOR
SWIMMING POOLS
VERANDAS
PATIOS

INDOOR
CORRIDORS
RETAIL SHOPS
ROOMS

WET & DRY AREAS
BATHROOMS
KITCHENS
RESTAURANTS
HOTELS
GYMS

#NOTJUSTFLOORING
FURNITURE
WALL COVERING
RUGS
WORKTOPS

TAILOR-MADE SOLUTIONS
Woven combines the craftsmanship and creativity of the past with the possibilities offered by modern technology.

The elasticity and acoustic insulation of its structure give this product great qualities of underfoot comfort.
DECKING
Woven Decking is the perfect choice for outdoor environments: creativity, originality and innovation arising from the exclusive project Woven allows us to design outdoor areas with expertise, professionalism and strong creative identity. Woven, thanks to modern and innovative components, sets a new reference model that revolutionizes the outdoor landscapes.

Woven Decking perfectly combines the elegance of textile with the safety of an installation with screws on autoclave-treated pine support beams.

Thanks to the performance of a synthetic material glued on a very stable thermotreated plank, the new Woven Decking is the next landscape revolution.
Waterproof
Little care and maintenance needed
Easy to clean
Heat and UV-ray resistant
Crushproof
Long lasting
Pathogens resistant
ORIGINALITY AND COLOUR DIVERSITY FOR OUTDOORS

WV4017 White Stitch
WV4018 Ecru Hem
WV4019 Grey Stitch
#NOTJUSTFLOORING

Rugs, furniture, wall covering, accessories...
Different applications and solutions with the same textile.
< WV4003 - Calm Blue
Loose Lay 500 x 500 mm.
Sunshine hotel.
Chicago (US).

WV4006 - Tranquility. >
WV4010 - Reflection.
Loose Lay 500 x 500 mm.
Private apartment.
Lyon (France)

< WV4004 - Diamond cut grey
Splash 915 x 305 mm.
Hotel Av. Sofia.
Sitges (Spain).

v WV5205 - Charcoal.
WV5202 - Panela.
500 x 500 mm.
Showroom & Academy Floover
El Prat (Spain)

WV4018 Ecru Hem >
Decking 2000 x 98 x 22 mm
Private villa.
Sorrento (Italy)

< WV4006 - Tranquility.
Decking 2000 x 98 x 22 mm
Private house.
Basel (Switzerland)

WV4010 - Reflection ^
Decking 2000 x 98 x 22 mm
Decking.
Private house.
Basel (Switzerland)